ARCTIC COUNCIL

Bold steps needed to support Indigenous
participation at the Arctic Council
Jim Gamble

F

or the Indigenous people of the circumpolar
North, the Arctic Council represents an unprec-

role in directing research, monitoring, and assessment
-

are about 3,000 westward transits each year passing within 75 miles of the Aleutian shores, and an
equal number of eastward transits passing within
bined with the region’s notoriously bad weather has
resulted in numerous accidents and near misses over

is tied directly to the capacity of Indigenous organiCanadian chairmanship, the Council must not be reluctant to recommend bold initiatives to support active Indigenous participation in Arctic Council affairs,
nor should it hesitate to take determined measures to

Ayu lost power and ran aground on the Northern
shore of Unalaska Island, home to the communi-

petroleum products in a disaster second only to the
The Arctic Council is an intergovernmental foried out by the Permanent Participant organizations

sea ice retreats and ice free summers become a reality, the Northern sea route between Northern Eu-

(ICC), the Russian Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North (RAIPON) and the Saami Council
-

-

Two years later, the Aleut International Association
(AIA) became the fourth Permanent Participant,
Arctic Athabaskan Council (AAC) and the Gwich’in
AIA represents the Aleut people of the United
States (the Aleutian and Pribilof Islands of Alaska)
and the Russian Federation (the Commander Is-

forced relocation, war, and nuclear testing on their
lands have all tested the resilience and adaptability of
involved in projects with the Arctic Council including The Arctic Resiliency Report and Adaptation Actions for
which address the challenges facing
The Arctic Council’s work on marine shipping
has yielded positive results for the region’s Indigedeep ties with the marine environment and depend

lution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) or other Federal or State
cated by studies pointing out that the equipment and
materials needed to assist a large ship in trouble, or to
respond to a major release of hazardous material, are
1

This is why the shipping-related work of the Arctic Council has been particularly important to the
the Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment (AMSA),
which provides seventeen recommendations aimed
at reducing impacts from marine shipping at current and potentially increased levels of future activ2
These recommendations include support for the
development of a Polar Code for ships operating in
Arctic waters, surveys of Indigenous marine use to
sess the impacts from Arctic shipping on such activclimate conditions and increasing multiple marine
mendations would provide important safeguards,

to geographic coincidence they also live on one
In the past, the Arctic Council has been a body
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organization and some fairly bold initiatives, Sweden
has negotiated legally binding agreements on cross
border search and rescue procedures (May 2011)
and oil pollution preparedness and response (May
gotiation of legally binding agreements between the
Arctic states under the auspices of the Arctic Council ensures that Indigenous voices will be heard via
states outside the Council do not mandate any such
The level of international focus on the Arctic Council has been at an all-time high in the lead
This is partly because of the increased attention on
the Arctic in general, but also because the preceding
tionally the Swedish government has not been the
most actively engaged of the eight Arctic states in the

Now the pressure is on the Canadian chairmansome bold initiatives of its own including a task force
to examine marine oil pollution prevention, another
task force to potentially produce an instrument on
the reduction of the emission of short lived climate
pollutants (black carbon and methane), and the fortiatives began as Arctic Council Initiatives often do,
with rather forceful language directing the Council
guage was toned down during the negotiation of the
Of the initiatives now moving forward under the
Canadian chairmanship, the new task force on short
lived climate pollutants is a good example of a strong
initiative that was weakened during the negotiating
on short lived climate forcers produced an excellent

understanding of how black carbon, methane, and
ommended (among other things) that the Arctic states
work towards reducing black carbon emissions, which
are linked to climate impacts such as accelerated ice
3
Black
carbon cycles out of the atmosphere very quickly, so
contribute substantially to mitigation efforts because
the affect of black carbon is largely based on the
Kiruna Declaration directed the Task Force to pro-

represent each Arctic State and Permanent Participant, which in turn depends on the political will of
Looking back on the Kiruna Ministerial meeting,
one source of frustration was the high level of focus
opinion that any state or organization who met the
basic criteria for admittance established by the Nuuk
amount of attention placed on this issue by the media may have distracted from the release of extremely

reductions, with a view toward developing an instruply that the Task Force is to “develop arrangements
on actions to achieve enhanced black carbon and
-

Some of these reports were many years in the making and were initiated long before the Swedish chair-

Some might argue that an emissions reduction

Despite these challenges, the Arctic Council remains the preeminent international forum for dialogue and action on Arctic issues, and the only forum to include the voices of the Indigenous Peoples

(except perhaps the Russian Federation) already have
measures in place to reduce black carbon emissions,
while some say reductions by the Arctic states may

Assessment, the Arctic Biodiversity Assessment and

Participants make important contributions in the
face of limited resources, which is why the pending
agreement is two-fold: to reduce emissions, and to
Arctic states themselves are unwilling to take bold
measures to protect the Arctic, how can we expect
non-Arctic nations to step up to the challenge?
Another Canadian initiative that was weakened
during the negotiating process was the task force to
develop an action plan to prevent marine oil pollutask force would have directed it to pursue an inguage merely directs it to develop an action plan or

of ways to strengthen how the work of the Council
is carried out, including approaches to support the
look forward to the results of this review, which will
be reported to the Ministers at the end of the CanaJim Gamble is Executive Director of Aleut International
Association.
Footnotes
-

Arctic Council has extensively studied and documented best practices for oil pollution prevention,
and we feel that the background work is in place
for a legally binding agreement between the Arctic
tion and show leadership globally in an area which is
of this initiative, the possibility of a meaningful step
cepts a wider range of outcomes, but the strongest
of those, such as a binding circumpolar agreement,
tiatives achieve depends largely on who is named to

-
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